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MAY KILL THE WHOLE 

EMPOWER ORGANIZATIONS
TO IDENTIFY,  ASSESS

PRIORITIZE AND CONTROL
RISKS MUCH BEFORE GETS

 INTO HARM’S WAY

 Fatronz Info Solutions Pvt Ltd

www.fatronz.com
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PURPOSE

An entity occupied by a group of young, passionate, desirous & 
experienced professionals who strive to succeed through 

quality delivery & customer contentment
www.fatronz.com

BENEFITS

Established in the year 2013 in the name “Fatronz International”, by providing various 
background verification services in India. Pan-India Field Associate presence and availability 
of the multi-linguistic experts in the team are the unique features which enables us to 
guarantee a 100% professional & reliable service.  We strive to help Organizations to achieve 
all their background verification requirements including Employee Background Verification, 
Customer Background Checks, Company Background Screenings, Insurance Credential 
Checks, Insurance Profile Verification, Insurance Claim Verification etc. 

Our mission is to deliver the most relevant information to our clients by providing superior 
service and unmatched customer satisfaction, complemented by our client-centric business 
approach, while emphasizing accuracy and speed to assist them in making the right 
decisions at the right time. With that set goal, we rebranded ourselves to Fatronz Info 
Solutions Pvt Ltd during September 2021.

Avoid potential loss by 
eliminating chances to 
engage with fraudulent 
employees, customers 

or vendors

Background verification 
ensures a productive 
operational outcome;

thus guarantee long term 
stability & profitability
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BACKGROUND VERIFICATION

CUSTOMER
BACKGROUND CHECKS

 

INSURANCE VERIFICATION

 

 

As most people think, employee background checks aren't limited to 
just checking a candidate's criminal record. For Fatronz, it is a process 
to help employers to find their best options by checking not only 
criminal records of the employees, but also their education & 
employment credentials, address genuinity, drug tests, references, and 
much more. Background checks ensure that applicants are indeed who 
they vouch for, by verifying whether the applicant's statement on the 
application form, resume and interview is correct.  Basically, 
background checks help to protect businesses, employees, and 
customers from suspicious individuals.

We assist organizations in spotting misleading data that customers provide and thus eliminating 
potential future loss. The most fundamental step in safeguarding against potential fraud is the 
verification of each and every piece of information that customers provide as part of their application. We 
conduct all kinds of Customer Background Checks including KYC Verification, Insurance Verification, 
Claim Verification, Customer Credential Checks, etc. This will save the business a tremendous amount of 
future resources and time. "Prevention is better than cure"

COMPANY
BACKGROUND SCREENING

When you desire to enter into a contract with another firm as a partner, franchisee, seller, supplier, 
dealer, distributor, vendor, etc., company background screening is necessary. Fatronz reduces the risks 
of vulnerabilities while forming commercial partnerships with other firms, thanks to our competence in 
background checks. While making the crucial decision to make a trade, Fatronz provides you with a 
thorough and in-depth background check so you may feel confident. 

Verifying credentials provided by customers during application for an 
insurance policy, conducting live verification of insured person, 
thorough investigation on insurance claims etc. are the most 
important aspects in prevention of fraud activities in insurance 
segment. The productivity and profitability of companies working in 
insurance segment are directly proportional to the intensity of fraud 
prevention initiatives conducted by them. We provide all kinds of 
verification related to insurance companies including profile 
verification, live verification & claim investigations.



www.fatronz.com

www.fatronz.com
info@fatronz.com

08069 154 154
08040 924 429

Our values are integral part of our company 
culture and defines who we are & how we 

will engage. We pledge to upheld below 
values even in the worst situation

Integrity
Accountability

Customer focus
Transparency

Commitment to excellence
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#46/4, Novel Tech Park
GB Palya, Hosur Road 
Bengaluru, Karnataka

India - 560068


